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Introduction
Dear Reader,
Welcome to the new release document of Eduwarebox

But Eduwarebox is not only a software product. We meant

2020. Eduwarebox is a digital engine and the platform

to create an exceptional tool for the education of the

developed within the Education Business Line. It enables

future. We believe that this project is a solution to current

comprehensive creation of solutions for education, saving

problems and will give answers for questions asked for

time and optimizing costs of individual processes.

many years during every educational transition so far how
to build most effective system of education.

TEACH
It is an answer for the need of more successful teaching.
As the teachers are the most important link in this relation,
we give them space necessary to improve their way
of work. Thanks to ease of creation of the new lectures
and tasks for every student. Personally.

LEARN
Eduwarebox is as well an answer to the need of effective
learning. Today’s students are not the same as we were.
Living in a digital era, they already know all the principles
of digital world. What they need is a quality, up to date
and honest knowledge given in the most adequate way.
In a way that combines their habits and expectations
as recipients of solutions built on digital technology.

GROW
Even more important, Eduwarebox is an answer to the
need of growing educated societies. It is not a secret that
knowledge is the foundation of progress, that’s why we
eliminate differences between learning process participants, regardless of economic conditions, their origin or
place of residence.

The idea is to push education to the higher level by giving
best examples, seamless access and satisfy a thirst for
knowledge. We create unlimited possibilities to grow
knowledge, and let teachers and students work despite
the distance and all obstacles they face nowadays.
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Behind the idea
of education
In 2017, we put into use a unique tool for teachers

Between January 2017 and June 2020, more than 30

and students that enables them to create their own

sprints were carried out and the EDX 2.5 version currently

educational portals, create a knowledge base and

implemented at customers in Slovakia, Germany and

improve new forms of learning.

Poland was released. We also have ready-made language
versions of the Eduwarebox solution for the Austrian,

Ready-to-use, Eduwarebox components reduce costs and

Swiss, Spanish, Turkish and British markets. In September,

accelerate the launch of educational platforms. Eduware-

in accordance with the assumptions of Eduwarebox

box also enables automating the construction of the

development roadmaps, we released a new version

entire service architecture, taking account of its unique

- Eduwarebox 2020.

nature. At the same time, it constitutes a modern alternative to existing, well-known solutions. It is an opportunity
for effective digitization for the publishing industry and
a response to the needs of education system at every
level of education.

Poland
Projects powered
by Eduwarebox

Germany
Project powered
by Eduwarebox

United Kingdom
Language
pack ready

Spain
Language
pack ready

Russia
Language
pack ready

Turkey
Language
pack ready

Switzerland
Language
pack ready
Austria
Language
pack ready

Slovakia
Project powered
by Eduwarebox
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Contemporary
realities

The situation related to the COVID-19 pandemic has
affected almost every aspect of our everyday life - our
lifestyle, the way we work and communicate. The year
2020 proved to be a great challenge not only for the
economies of the world, but also for individual spheres
of social life, not excluding education.
It has shown the industry’s problems. Lack of staff,
underfunding, insufficient time to build relations between
students and teachers. These are just some of them.
In addition, learning in a traditional classroom has been
replaced by distance learning.
In the light of these events, the presented Eduwarebox
solution seems to be a remedy for the problems
of education, addressing specific needs resulting from
the appropriate way of teaching.
.

Essentials

In this document we present the changes and new
features introduced to the engine at the beginning
of the 2020/21 school year. This is the first stage of the
functionality extension planned for 2020-2025. The effect
of the current implementation are solutions facilitating the
use of the platform on various levels, which translates into
intuitive operation and easy performance of tasks within
the topics taught by the teachers.

New features

The changes in the current version include aspects
of student independent work, group work and additional
functions enabling effective time organization, task
control and easy knowledge sharing.
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Student’s tasks
The following enhancements were added to the area of tasks assigned to the students:
Copying resources

Answer with file

Downloading

Adjusting

between assignments

option

files from

assined grades

assignments

automatically

and collections

The part of these platform’s modifications are also

Teacher is an owner of the assignment and all assigned

changes applied in the area of the grading system used

students have the relevant date marked as a deadline in

in the system to evaluate student’s performance. It is also

their calendars. Details on working with the Calendar are

worth mentioning that details regarding assignments are

set out later in this document.

now displayed in the Calendar feature.

Assignment details

PLAY

Disappearing X Experiment

Copying single resources
between assignments
and collections

Finished

Home

Library

In this experiment reaction rate between
hydrochloric acid (HCl(l)) and sodium
thiosulphate (Na2S2O3) will be examined. The
reaction is: HCl(l)+ Na2S2O3(l) = H20(l) + + The
purpose of the experiment is to determine
whether or not increasing temperature will
increase the rate of the reaction.

Collections

Notes

Due date

Turn-out

10/10/2020

1/1

assignments or collections.

100%
SHOW GRADE

Assignments

Autoring
Tool

It is now possible to copy any assets between different

Score

When editing details of the particular set user can access
Add to option available from the menu of the selected

Resources (7)

resource.

Students

Licenses

After choosing this option, Add to dialog is displayed.

PLAY

This is the same element as used in the library function

ADD TO

Reporting

for resources added to collections or assignments.

DOWNLOAD

File - jpg

File - PPT
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Add resource
What kind of resource would you like to add?
Resource from Library

Answer with file option

File

This function may be used if students prepare their

Home

results outside the system (for example: students are

Library

Rich text
Collections

Notes

Assignments

Autoring
Tool

Students

working on paper cards or using any external tools and

External link

systems).

Authoring Tool Document

To enable sharing such results with the teacher,
it is possible to assign the task to the students where it

Quiz

will be required to upload a file as a result of student’s

Answer with file

processing. All uploaded files will be submitted to the
teacher together with the result of such assignment.

Search the internet for resources....

When submitted, teacher will be able to inspect and

Licenses

evaluate them directly from the platform.

Reporting

Answer with file element may be chosen in the assignment as a new type of resource. Students during completing their task will see a dialog window. Using this dialog
window they can upload their files and send them to the
teacher. Teacher while previewing the submitted results
can upload any of the provided files and then work with

Preview Assignment
Results by
Antony Perkins

Home

Send your files.

7/7

Please contact Eduwarebox Team
to get the full document.
info@eduwarebox.com

Here an additional description may be entered.
Library

DOC

essay_on_wheather.docx

Collections

Notes

Assignments

Autoring
Tool

Students

Licenses

Reporting
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Assignment details

PLAY

ASSIGN

Downloading assignments
files

Disappearing X Experiment
Draft

Home

Library

In this experiment reaction rate between
hydrochloric acid (HCl(l)) and sodium
thiosulphate (Na2S2O3) will be examined. The
reaction is: HCl(l)+ Na2S2O3(l) = H20(l) + + The
purpose of the experiment is to determine
whether or not increasing temperature will
increase the rate of the reaction.

For any files added to the assignment on its creation,
it is now possible to download such file by the user to

Collections

Notes

Due date

Turn-out

10/10/2020

1/1

Resources (7)

Students

Licenses

Reporting

File - jpg

This option may be particularly valuable when teacher’s

100%
SHOW GRADE

Assignments

Autoring
Tool

whom this task is assigned.

Score

idea is to prepare and provide some materials to be used by
their students out of the platform (any kind of worksheets,

Edit resources
PLAY

notes, reports etc.). By using the Answer with files option

SET AS A COVER

it is even possible to collect results of students’ efforts

ADD TO

later when their work is completed.

DOWNLOAD

This option is available only as a part of the Assignments

REMOVE

feature. It is not possible to download files being a part
of the collection.

File - PPT

Please contact Eduwarebox Team
to get the full document.
info@eduwarebox.com
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Adjusting assigned grades
automatically

Due date

Turn-out

10/10/2020

4/5

Resources (7)

Score

100%
SHOW GRADE

Edit resources

Home

Library

Additionally

to

already

introduced

assignment’s

grades, the teacher can enter their personal note to the

Collections

students.
For

example:

Notes

a

comment

concerning

students’

Assignments

performance in regard to this particular assignment

File - jpg

File - PPT

Assignees (5)

or any other related information.

Autoring
Tool

Assignments containing any scorable resources are

Students

Anna Lewis

Licenses

Bart Milson

automatically

evaluated

by

the

platform.

DETAILS

Student

scores a percentage grade, this grade is also mapped
to a descriptive grade taken from the defined scale

Reporting

Katarina Allesio

of grades.

Dan Aligieri

In this release we have enriched this mechanism by the

Michael Ang

PLAY
ASSIGNEE
GRADE

possibility of adding teacher’s notes to automatically
scored results. Teacher can also manually change
the awarded grade to any other grade available in the
scale. As assignments are usually performed by a group
of users, for teachers’ convenience their notes (teacher’s

part of the assessment may be available later, when
assessment) may consist of two parts: first shared amid
all results
will be returned and the assignment will be
contact Eduwarebox
Team
all assignees (part of the assessment whichPlease
is addressed
finished).
to get the full document.
to all participants) and the second, shared with a particular
info@eduwarebox.com
It is also possible to enter teacher’s assessment to the
student.
assignments which initially were not scorable. Teachers

Common part of the assessment may be edited by

can use such option for example to provide a kind of

choosing Show grade option placed just below average

feedback regarding student’s work and their performance.

score of all already returned results. Teacher can edit

It may be effectively combined with the Answer with file

this part for a whole lifecycle of the assignment (from

option, enabling the teacher to send back their evaluation

the moment of sending it to students till the assignment

of the assignments (for example written essays) submitted

is returned in full and finished) but their notes will not be

by students.

shown to the students before the whole assignment is
finished (not available for any remaining students). This
is to prevent students from exchanging this information
between them.
The other part of the assessment is dedicated for the
particular user and may be edited from the option menu
available for the result of a particular student. The result
of the student‘s work is displayed after completing the
assignment by this student and marked as Finished.
Student is able to see all teacher’s comments from this
section as soon as the teacher saves them (but common
9

Grading system

0% - 32%

Global and school grading
system

Home

33% - 65%
66% - 100%

Structure

ADD NEW GRADE

Teachers may use in their assessments any grades
Configuration

from the scale (set of available grades) defined in the
platform.

Users&Roles

As an another enhancement we have introduced

Library trees

configurable sets of grades. The grades can be defined
Library

on two levels. The primary one is a platform level. This
is superior definition which must be always present in

Content import

the platform’s configuration and defines set of grades

Projects

and relevant percentage frames used for scoring the
assignments.

Licenses

School’s administrators have a possibility to overwrite

Reporting

this setting from the level of their school. By doing this

Books

they replace common model of used grades by the one
to be used only in their school. This option should be

Campaignes

used if schools want to adjust the model to their specific
requirements.
Platform’s administrator can set up the grades by
accessing Grading system option available under the
contact Eduwarebox Team
Configuration menu. School’s admin shouldPlease
use Grading
to get the full document.
system followed by choosing Assignments menu.
info@eduwarebox.com
New grades are defined by splitting already available
sections. For any new range it is necessary to set up
both limit values. It is also possible to add symbolic and
descriptive labels for any marks.
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Group collaboration
Next batch of changes was introduced in the area of group

releases), teachers are also the ones who can create/

collaboration. The main idea of the implemented model of

edit most of the content provided for the group. Students

collaboration is to support various educational processes

usually are recipients of the provided materials, they can

and initiatives performed in groups of teachers and

benefit from available features following the concepts

students but without questioning formal organizational

and ideas prepared and initialized by their teachers.

structure embedded in the platform. Groups can be
created only by teachers or admins (like in the previous

The changes and new features from this area released in the current version are as follows:
Providing access

Group’s events presented

Group’s diary

to groups’ details

in the calendar

for students

Group details

Ms. B’s students

Home

Providing access to groups’
to get the full document.
details for students
info@eduwarebox.com

Please contact Eduwarebox Team

In previous versions there were no details regarding other

Library

Diary

users (students nor teachers) available for users acting as
a student. The only exception were assignments where

Collections

students could see the name of the teacher being the

Notes

author of the particular task. Teachers had access to

Assignments

‘Students’ option in the main menu, using this option they
had an opportunity to work with the groups or classes

Groups

Licenses

defined by the administrators but also it was possible

Events

to create custom groups of users and use them later for
some purposes. The student had no idea they were added
to a group and who else belonged to a given group.
In the current version one new option is added to student’s
Students

main menu. This is Groups function, where users are
presented with all details regarding any groups they belong
to. In particular they can access any new posts from their
group’s diary and find out about some important dates or
facts registered in group’s calendar.
11

Group Diary

Group’s diary
Home

Group’s diary is a kind of message board where all

Rules.

Additional exercises.

Library

teachers from the group may publish their posts.
Posts are edited in the same tool as already utilized

Collections

in the authoring tool and quiz features, so they are easy

Notes

accessible for any teachers using the platform. By default,
posts published in the diary are public (available to all

Assignments

members of the particular group) but they can be marked

Autoring
Tool

as private messages and tagged with the defined group

Students

of recipients. This way such post will be presented only
to the chosen users. Posts’ author can freely edit and

Licenses

modify its content but such change has to be followed
Reporting

by unpublishing this message (it may be of course
published again when it’s finally written after the change).

Please contact Eduwarebox Team
to get the full document.
info@eduwarebox.com
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ADD POST

Group’s events presented in
the calendar

Home

Library

The functionality of the calendar is described in another
part of these release notes.

Collections

Any entities defined in the calendar are defined in the

Notes

specific context of their origin (school or class/group).
Assignments

Events created for the group are presented only to
members of this group. Similarly to diary’s posts their

Autoring
Tool

visibility can additionally be limited by tagging with

Students

specified users, such events will be treated as private
ones.

Licenses

It’s possible to set up the reminders for saved events.

Reporting

Members of this events will be informed about upcoming
date accordingly to the defined rules.
Both above mentioned features (posts and events) are
integrated with the notification mechanism (another
new feature released in the version). Assigned users are
notified about newly added entries, so their attention is
efficiently focused on the particular element
as soon
as Eduwarebox Team
Please
contact
it is defined by the teacher (if student is loggedto
inget
in the
the full document.
same time), or immediately after next login (for elements
info@eduwarebox.com
added when student was not working in the platform).
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Other features
Among many features we have created new useful tools,
that will help students and teachers organizing their tasks.
Features like student’s Portfolio, Calendar, Notifications,
Notes or Embedding other’s services code make work
with student even easier. Let’s look at them closely.

Please contact Eduwarebox Team

Student’s portfolio

to get the full document.
Home

info@eduwarebox.com

Student’s portfolio is a kind of archive where teachers

Library

can save any resources (documents) important for the
Collections

student. These may be for example samples of student’s
works but also various reports or assessments prepared

Notes

by teachers to summarize student’s performance.
Assignments

Resources are added to the portfolio in a very similar
Autoring
Tool

way as it’s used in the collections or assignments. Any
resources are described by the names but also by

Students

the descriptions. Teacher can use description field to
Licenses

add some more information regarding the particular
document. The specific feature of the portfolio is that

Reporting

teacher for any single resource created in or uploaded to
the portfolio can set ‘hidden’ flag, this way the resource
will not be visible to the student as long as this flag is not
removed. Hidden resources aren’t presented only for the
student, teachers can see and modilfy the same document
without any limits. This may be particularly useful when
14

My profile

the document (assessment report for example) is not

PORTFOLIO

finished, teacher (or teachers as teachers share the same
portfolio of the student, therefore they can jointly work on

Bart Milson

the same resource) can still work on it while the student
can not see it.

Home

The other important feature is that student can’t delete

Library

any resource from their portfolio permanently. They can
use ‘Remove’ option when working with their own portfolio

Collections

and after removing the resource will not be visible for them

Notes

anymore, but it still remains in the portfolio presented to
Assignments

the teachers. Teachers will see that this resource was
intentionally removed from the portfolio by the student,

Groups

they can also reverse student’s decision and make

Licenses

resource visible again.
Teacher can access student’s portfolio by moving to
student’s details view, last section on the bottom of this
view presents content of student’s portfolio.
Students have their portfolios available from their profiles.

Please contact Eduwarebox Team
to get the full document.
info@eduwarebox.com
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Home

Calendar
Home

Resources

Collections

Every user has their own calendar. It can be accessed
by clicking the icon on the main screen (dashboard

Library

window).

Water - Phases of ice and water
Collections

Clouds - Physical forms

You do not have any collections yet.

The calendar may be presented in one of three available

Notes

views: month view, week view or daily view. There are

Photosynthesis
Assignments

SHOW ALL

two main types of entities added to the calendar: assign-

CREATE NEW COLLECTION

ments and events. Assignments are added automatically

Groups

accordingly to due dates set, the relevant info is added to
Licenses

the calendar of any assignees and the teacher owning this
particular assignment.

Assignments

The events have to be created manually, only teachers
RTF only
Not finished

can add events to the calendar. Events additionally may

Simple test

be created as ‘school context’ events, or may be related to

Not finished

the specific class or group. In this second scenario such

School grades
Finished

events will be visible not only in the user’s calendar but

SHOW ALL

also in the view of details of the particular class or group.
It is possible to define reminders for any events added
to the calendar. If used, users will be notified about
upcoming events.
TeacherTeam
can tag the created event with names of specific
Please contact Eduwarebox
users, it is also possible to mark the event as private event
to get the full document.

Home

to prevent other users from viewing this information.
info@eduwarebox.com

Library

Collections

Notes

Assignments

Autoring
Tool

Students

Licenses

Reporting
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Home

Notifications

Bart Milson

Home

Resources

Collections

In the current version, a generic notifications mecha-

Library

nism was added to the system.

Water - Phases of ice and water
Collections

Clouds - Physical forms

This mechanism enables to define a rule allowing to

You do not have any collections yet.

generate and sent a message for a chosen type of events

Notes

Photosynthesis
Assignments

SHOW ALL

to the specified recipients.

CREATE NEW COLLECTION

In the current version the following events where linked to

Groups

notifications:
Licenses

• Assignment’s creation,

Assignments

• Approaching due date by the assignment,
• Diary’s post creation,

RTF only
Not finished

• Tagging user’s name by the teacher,

Simple test
Not finished

School grades

• Calendar’s reminders.

Finished

SHOW ALL

However, the list can be easily extended by adding
notifications for other functions available in the system.
Users who are logged in are informed about new
notifications by a message popping up on the screen.

Notifications

After logging in to the system users can check their
Please contact Eduwarebox
Team by accessing Notifications option from
notifications
to get the full document.
the avatar menu. Additionally, any new notifications are
Home

info@eduwarebox.com
shown as a yellow bell icon in the avatar menu.
In most cases clicking on text of the message is a shortcut

Library

moving the user to the entity which is an object of the
particular notification.

Collections

Notes

In case of users who have defined an email address in
their profiles, the system automatically sends emails

Assignments

about newly received notifications.

Groups

Licenses
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Notes

Notes
Home

Users can use this function to prepare and store any
Library

information they may need in the future. Editing notes
is very similar to editing text resources available in other

Collections

functions of the system (for example in Collections or

Notes

Assignments functions). Thumbnails for note’s tiles are
not generated automatically based on note’s content.

Assignments

Instead, user can choose one of available pictures from

Autoring
Tool

the toolbox or upload custom graphic and assign it as a

Students

thumbnail for their note.

Licenses

Notes can be shared with other users defined in the same
school. There are two modes of sharing notes: Can view

Reporting

enables viewing the content of such note, while Can edit
enables full access to the note, including deleting it (and
also modification of note’s sharing restrictions).
The note may be edited and modified by more than one
user at the same time. The system prevents users from
overwriting someone’s else content. When user tries to
save modified note but another user saved the same note
after it was primarily accessed by this user, system will

Note details

Home

inform about such conflict. The user will see avatar of
Please contact Eduwarebox Team
another user who saved the note in parallel. By hovering
to get the full document.
‘Update’ button user can switch temporarily to the alternainfo@eduwarebox.com
tive text of this note. Pressing Update button will cause
overwriting current (edited) copy of the note by the version

Library

recently saved by another user.
The notes are not removed permanently from the system.

Collections

User having appropriate rights is able to mark a note for

Notes

removal but it results in removing this note from My notes
tab and shifting it to Deleted notes. Having archived any

Assignments

deleted notes, user at any time can reverse such operation.

Autoring
Tool

Students

Licenses

Reporting
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Add External Link

Embedding other’s services
code

Home

Library

Many external Internet services allow embedding their
content into other websites (by coping a relevant portion

Collections

of HTML code responsible for such embedding).

Notes

In the current version we extended functionality of Add

Assignments

External Link feature (available for example in adding
Autoring
Tool

resources to collections or assignments) and enabled
pasting embedding code submitted from the external

Students

service. Four types of external content are accepted by
Licenses

the system:

Reporting

• MS Word online documents
• MS Excel online spreadsheets
• MS Power Point online presentations
• Generic embedding code
Office 365 related types are optimized to handle properly
embedding code generated from O365 applications, last
Please contact Eduwarebox
Team
type simply
renders provided code in the dedicated iframe.
to get the full document.
The main advantage of this feature is that embedded
info@eduwarebox.com
content is played directly from its original location and
by the native player. That means that it should always
be updated (reflects any changes made) and visualized
exactly as intended by the author.
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What’s next
Over the next 5 years, we plan to work intensively

Further changes and add-ons in Eduwarebox are assigned

to develop the platform so that it is as simple to

to four main areas

use as possible and enables sharing of knowledge

• AI area,

in a modern.

• VR/AR area,

Our ambition is to implement the new solutions and
features that respond to the needs of each stakeholder

• Voice Assistant, and

(both teachers and students) in their journey to knowledge

• Adaptive Learning.

and broadening horizons.

Authoring Tool
will expand publishers’
capabilities
New Ideas
Constantly developing
new ideas

Please contact Eduwarebox Team
to get the full document.
info@eduwarebox.com
Bot AI
will propose additional
content for classes
and exercises

Voice Personal Assistant
will respond to voice
command

2022
2021

2024
2023

Teacher’s Assistant
will recommend
the best learning pathway

Teacher’s Assistant
will help to use Eduwarebox
20

2025
Gamification module
module will expand the
Adaptive Learning area

2021

Authoring tool
A set of functionalities planned for implementation in next year’s release opens the
Authoring Tool. The change in the area of virtual and augmented reality concerns
the implementation of new functionalities, enabling publishers to build engaging
content within the so-called laboratory.

Voice Personal Assistant
Also the Voice Personal Assistant area will also have new extensions. The Voice
Assistant will allow the teacher to integrate systems at the Eduwarebox and
assistant, such as Alex or Google level. The teacher’s voice support is an element
of work optimization in the scope of standard processes.

2022

Teacher’s Assistant
An intelligent application, as a „coach”, will smoothly guide teachers through the
meanders of the technological issues and will present new products and ways to
solve any problems encountered.

Recommendations
Advanced work is also underway in the R+B department on a container of teaching/
learning paths recommendations for both teacher and student. The learning bot
will gain the ability to individualize recommendations for individual students.
The module of analysis of students’ behaviors and work effects will allow for
the identification of problems/ deviations and the creation of recommendations
for development plans (for the student) or predefined templates for supporting
Please contact Eduwarebox Team
lessons.
to get the full document.
info@eduwarebox.com

2023

AI powered creator
Works on a content creator for teachers is currently in the project phase. This
task will be performed by an artificial intelligence module - a robot - analyzing the
indicated sources in relation to the lesson plans and suggesting new resources
to enrich the collection of content on a given topic.
A similar solution will be made available to parents/students, allowing users
to freely navigate between the most important functions. Connecting the service
of key messages, assessments and tasks to be used at home by the student
and parent on mobile devices enables the completion of tasks and consolidation
of knowledge through engaging activities.
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2024

Gamification module
The changes will also include the area of Adaptive Learning, which will be extended
with a gamification module, giving the training module a completely new dimension.
This will be possible by linking the resources of the ‚atoms of knowledge’ with
a recommendation engine analyzing optimal paths for the student’s development, e.g. in the field of English grammar for children or selected topics in science,
e.g. mathematics - grades 7-8.

2025

New Ideas
Eduwarebox already allows to automate some of the tasks performed by the
teacher in the classroom and outside it. Soon the platform will be connected to the
electronic journal, which will be the next step towards a complementary solution.
The target communication model for the teacher to control the platform will be
based on voice commands and interactions with the Sofia assistant, driven by the
technologies on which Alex, Siri, Google and Microsoft are based.

Please contact Eduwarebox Team
to get the full document.
info@eduwarebox.com
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Summary
Eduwarebox is not a closed platform, but an engine

According to our sales processes, the functionalities

supporting the creation of complete educational

currently being developed with the latest releases of the

services. Therefore, it can be updated with new

so-called „generic” version are also available in English,

solutions to meet the current needs of all groups

German, Slovak and Spanish.

involved in the education process: teachers, students

This is all information about the latest version of

and parents.

Eduwarebox. We would like to invite you to follow further

It is an adequate response to the evolution of market

progress in the development of the Eduwarebox engine,

requirements and the growing needs of the educational

including the next release document, which will soon be

ecosystem. Together with our partners and Please
educators
we Eduwarebox
in your hands!
contact
Team
are constantly working on increasing with each release
to getthe
the full document.
potential related to AI and cognitive functions supporting
info@eduwarebox.com
teachers’ work not only in Poland.
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